Optical Characters Recognition (OCR) 
Introduction
Handwriting recognition is the ability of a computer to receive and interpret intelligible handwritten input. It also can be defined as the task of transforming text represented in the spatial form of graphical marks into its symbolic representation. It can be used in many fields such as automatic mail sorting or cheque processing. In automated mail sorting, letters are directed to the correct location by recognition of the handwritten address. Similarly, cheque processing involves recognizing the words making up the cheque amount [1] . There are two approaches in handwriting recognition systems; on-line and off-line systems. With on-line system, the machine recognizes the symbols as they are drawn, and there is no need for contour extraction. This property makes the recognition stage of the on-line systems easier than it is in the off-line systems. With off-line systems, input text is read and digitized by an optical scanner. Then, each character will be located and segmented. The resulting array is fed into a preprocessor for smoothing, elimination of noise, size normalization and other operations, to facilitate the extraction of features in the subsequent stage [2] . There are two approaches to deal with input image; segmentation-based methods and free segmentation methods. In segmentation-based method the word will be split into segments to be recognized, using segmentation algorithm. In contrast, segmentationfree method use features of the whole word image. A new structure of off line OCR system by using the technique similar to that is used in wavelet compression. It benefited from the wavelet image compression wavelet image compression 40x40 bitmap images as input to produce a decomposition vector for each character. The result was considerably high in terms of accuracy and recognition rate (Reaches 97.9% for some letters at average 80%) [3] 
Main steps in OCR systems
There are three main steps which must be done in order to achieve any optical characters recognition:
A. Pre-processing:
This step should cover all those functions carried out prior to feature extraction to produce a cleaned up version of the original image so that it can be used directly and efficiently by the feature extraction components of the Optical Characters Recognition (OCR) system.
B. Features extraction:
According to Lippman [10] :"Features should contain information required to distinguish between classes, be insensitive to irrelevant variability in the input, and also be limited in number to permit efficient computation of discriminate functions and to limit the amount of training data required". This step involves measuring the features of the input character which are related to classification step.
After features extraction, the character will be represented by a set of extracted features [4] .
C. Classification:
Classification is a procedure in which individual items are placed into groups based on quantitative information on one or more characteristics inherent in the items [11] in this stage, algorithms should be used for pattern recognition such as Quadratic classifiers, k-nearest neighbor and Boosting.
Nature of Arabic Characters
Arabic characters are used in several languages, like Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Jawi and Pishtu, (more than a half of a billion people), in addition to that, most of Muslims (almost ¼ of the people on Earth) can read Arabic because it is the language of AlQuran, the holy book of Muslims. Even though, Arabic characters recognition has not received enough interests by the researchers. Little research progress have been achieved comparing to Latin and Chinese. The main difficulty in Arabic character recognition is due to the cursive nature of Arabic writing which doesn't allow direct application of many algorithms designed for other languages. Arabic characters are connected on an imaginary line called baseline (Figure 1) . Unavailability of sources such as Arabic text database also makes it more difficult to develop Arabic characters recognition systems [2] . Arabic writing like English in term of using letters, numbers, and punctuation but there are number of characteristics which make Arabic cursive writing is unique compared to Latin, Chinese and Japanese. These characteristics explain why there are not enough researches, which are done concerning the Arabic writing recognition. These characteristics can be summarized as follow:
Arabic is written from right to left in both printed and handwritten forms (Figure1). No upper or lower case exists in Arabic. Arabic is always written cursively and words are separated by spaces. Only six characters can be connected from the right, these are: ‫,و‬ ‫,ز‬ ‫,ر‬ ‫,ذ‬ ‫,د‬ ‫ا‬ ( Table 1) . The shape of the character is different according to its position in the word. Each character has either two or four different forms. This will increase the number of classes to be recognized from 28 to 84.
Fifteen characters have dots with the character. They can be above or below the primary part (Table 1) . Some characters share the same primary shape. Only dots make difference between them. (Table 1) . If the following six characters ‫,و(‬ ‫,ز‬ ‫,ر‬ ‫,ذ‬ ‫,د‬ ‫,)ا‬ appearing in a word, will cause the word to be divided into two or more sub-words separated by spaces, but usually shorter than the space between words. This must be considered to avoid segmenting a word into two words. Examples of words in which all characters are connected: ‫ﻣ‬ ‫ﺤﻤﺪ‬ , ‫,ﺗﻠﻤﻴﺬ‬ ‫.ﻋﻤﺮ‬ Examples of words consist of sub -words: ‫,ﻣﺎﻟﻴﺰﻳﺎ‬ ‫,ﺳﺎﻟﻢ‬ ‫ﻋﺰﻳﺰ‬ Some characters contain closed loop (Table 1) . Loop is an important feature to describe a character. Character ‫ﻩ‬ contains two loops. The open portion of characters ‫,ح‬ ‫ج‬ and ‫خ‬ sometimes, if written by hand, is closed to form a triangle. The loop of character ‫,و‬ ‫م‬ and ‫ع‬ sometimes becomes too small that the internal opening part is disappeared. 
Pervious related Research Work
Beside the main goal of any OCR system which is simulating human's reading capability, the [19] . Another method which is known as "contour" is the Freeman chain code of the character's border. In this method chain code stores the absolute position of the first pixel and the relative positions of successive pixels along the character's border. However, skeletonization suffers from mislocalization of feature and ambiguities particular to each thinning algorithm whereas the contour approach avoids these problems since no shape information is lost.
For the features extraction stage, where the main role is played and mostly the accuracy of recognition depends on the information passed from this stage to the classifier (recognizer). These information can be structural features such as loops, branch-points, endpoints, and dots or statistical which includes but is not limited to, pixel densities, histograms of chain code directions, moments, and Fourier descriptors. Histogram of slopes along contour is used. Fourier descriptors have also been used in this stage. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are the common seed of most if not all classifiers "recognition or discrimination stage". Many variations have been used in order to overcome the main disadvantage of ANNs which is time consuming. Parallel system is designed for backpropagation ANN approach in order to accelerate the computation process [12] .
Difficulties in recognizing Arabic scrip text
The written form of the Arabic language presents many challenges to the OCR developer that can be summarized as following:
Letter connectivity
In Arabic text, a script alphabet in which consecutive letters within a word are joined to one another by a baseline is used. To accommodate the baseline, the Arabic alphabet has four forms of each letter: an isolated form, an initial form, a medial form, and a final form. (Table 1 ) Several letters in the alphabet do not follow this rule and have different shapes for the medial and final forms. When one of these non−joining characters is involved in a word, the previous letter assumes its final (or isolated) form, and the non−joiner assumes its initial (or isolated) form. This feature of connectivity will cause a level of difficulty in the segmentation stage. In contrast of other languages, printed and handwritten Arabic text is always cursive. Thus, the rate of recognition of Arabic characters is lower compared to those languages.
Position-dependent letter shaping
Most Arabic letters contain dots in addition to the letter body, such as ‫ش‬ which consists of ‫س‬ letter body and three dots above it as illustrated in Table  1 . In addition to dots, there are strokes that can be attached to a letter body creating new letters such as ‫.ك‬ Some of the dots and strokes might be missed in the Pre-processing stage where the text should be cleaned up to be used directly and efficiently by the feature extraction components of the OCR.
Different writing style
In general Arabic writing style can be classified into typewritten (Nuskah), handwritten (Ruqqah) and few others usually used for decorative calligraphy such as (Kofi, Thuluth and Diwani). Except professionals, normal people do not follow the handwritten style rules. That will cause more difficulties for recognition and make the database of the system even larger.
OCR and Arabic text
Since the mid-40s many papers ware published on character recognition. In early 1950s, first commercial machine was introduced. In the early systems, the recognition logic was mainly on hardware technique rather than software. Only in early 70s, systems utilize software as recognition logic ware developed such as OCR-A and OCR-B. Nowadays, available systems can recognize different writing styles like handwritten, printed and character sets for Latin, Japanese, Chinese, Korean and Arabic [5] . The first work in Arabic character recognition was written by Nazif in 1975 who developed a printed Arabic character recognition system based on stroke extraction. Several papers were published about the printed Arabic characters recognition. In [9] [10] dealt with handwritten Arabic characters. However, there is a lack in Arabic character recognition researches compared with those for other languages. That lack might be caused be the following reasons: (a) The specialty of Arabic characteristics. (b) The shortage of relevant journals and books. (c) The lack of conferences which lead to lack of interaction between researchers with the same interests.
Recently, OCR system for Arabic characters started to appear commercially. For example "TextPert Arabic " which was advertised by Connecticut Technology Associates(CTA) as a printed text reader that runs on Apple Macintosh with maximum recognition rate of 99%. IQRAA, which was developed by Arab Scientific Software and Engineering Technology runs on IBM-PC and can recognize several fonts with recognition rate of 99% and speed of 1500 characters per minute. [6] 
Main methods and techniques
For preprocessing step, the most popular methods followed are:
Binarization
This process is to convert a gray scale image into bi-level image by computing the histogram of the gray values of the image and then finding a cut-off point. Then we consider the values which are darker than cut-off point as 1 and the points which is lighter as 0.
Filtering and smoothing
In this process, unwanted variations should be removed from the input image. Some researchers have studied a conditioning step for removing stray ending strokes joining two strokes if they are so close to each other. Others suggest using a 3x3 window to traverse pixel-by-pixel 2-D image as a method for noise reduction [7] .
Thinning
Thinning is the process of minimizing the width of a line, in the input image, from many pixels wide to only one pixel [9] . In this process, two kind of algorithm are used, sequential algorithm, and parallel algorithm, the main difference between these two types is that sequential algorithm operates on one pixel at a time where the operation is depending on preceding processed result, while the parallel algorithm operates on all pixels simultaneously. The most common thinning algorithm is based on an edge erosion technique where a window is moved over the image a set of rules applied to the contents of the window. 
CONCLUSION
The typical Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems, regardless the character's nature, are depending on three stages, preprocessing, features extraction and classification. Each stage has its own problems and effects on the system efficiency which is the time consuming and the recognition errors.
In this paper, an overview is presented about Arabic character characteristics as introduction to discuss the main difficulties that face researchers whom are working in Arabic text recognition field such as letter connectivity, position-dependent letter shaping and different writing style. Fully covered and discussed existing solutions and approaches that are used to deal with Arabic text in optical recognition systems. Since none of the solution is accurate nor fast. New and intelligent system of building OCR for Arabic recognition is need. This may lead to introduce the HMM as part of the recognition engine.
